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Qua in a photo
taken by her
husband neoh
who invested in
a better phone
to take nicer
shots. — TERRy
nEoH

happy to have a supportive wife,”
he shared.
Freelance producer Astra-Imelda

Elizabeth Yapp, 33, said her fiance
Budiotomo Othman, 41, is in denial
about his status as an Instagram
husband.
Yapp explained how he went

from being clueless about taking
photos to someone who can offer
guidance on poses and angles.
“I believe he knows that he’s an

Instagram husband but he won’t
admit to it. Instead, he’ll just say ‘If
it makes you happy, I’ll do it’,” she
said.

Marriage in the digital age
Petaling Jaya-based marriage

counsellor Faith Foo said
compromises are important in a
relationship where someone
functions as an Instagram husband
to fulfil another person’s need to
create social media content.
“Couples need to work out a

balance. Consider the other
person’s emotions when it comes
to certain postings. If someone is a
more private person, then learn to
respect how they feel about not
being a part of your social media
experience,” she said.
Dr Christian Kohlross, a Kuala

Lumpur-based mental health ther-
apist who also does marriage coun-
selling said having a shared under-
standing about social media is
always helpful.

“If it’s an important part of your
life, then of course you’d want
your partner to be on the same
page. That goes without saying,” he
said.
He has seen many men adapt to

the role of Instagram husband,
with some even starting to see it as
something positive.
“They are manly enough to say

or think ‘I support my wife in what
she’s doing ...’ and why not? Why
shouldn’t we respect that?” he said.
However, Foo warned couples

not to make social media the
centre of their life.
“For young couples who just got

married, social media could
become a problem because they
may have not spent enough time to
truly get to know each other,” she
said.
“We know a lot about every

other person’s life thanks to social
media but somehow we forget to
learn about the people who are
really close to us.”
This could result in a foundation

that’s too shallow to build a long-
lasting understanding relationship,
she added.
As for Neoh, he and his wife

agreed to never let social media
dictate how their lives should be.
Yapp said her fiance reminded her
to not get caught up with the
number of likes and followers on
Instagram.
“I can see where he’s coming

from because some people
compare themselves to others on
social media. He wanted to ensure

I post for the right reasons and not
be too critical of myself,” she said.
For those looking to mould a

partner into an Instagram
husband, Farhanah’s tip is to make
the process fun.
“If you want to take a photo at a

particular place, tell your partner
that there’s exciting things to try,
like food. Make it part of a fun
outing. Don’t just give him the
camera and expect a photo to turn
out fine. Show him how you want
it to be taken,” she said.

afif, a criminal lawyer based in Kl, says he has been developing his
photo-taking skills and expanding his knowledge of social media for
Farhanah. — SaM THaM/The Star

Tanner (left) says when the role was reversed and she found herself
behind the camera taking a photo of djauw, it was a much more difficult
experience. — MuHaMMad SHaHRil RoSli/The Star

Tanner and her husband had to queue from 4.30am to get this beautiful shot. — Handy dJauW
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